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Shchekinoazot.
Nothing
is impossible

Shchekino chemists have celebrated their professional holiday. For the second year
in a row, it is held remotely, but it has lost none of its significance or solemnity. In
fact, it is one of the major holidays at Shchekinoazot, comparable with the New Year.
The reason for that is the fact that the results of work are summed up on this day.
On the threshold
of important events

Congratulating the workforce, Boris
SOKOL, President of the company, emphasised that the special working conditions caused by strict anti-epidemic requirements did not affect the final result. The
company not only fulfilled its obligations to
its business partners but also continued to
implement projects aimed at further development of production and, consequently,
the social sphere of Shchekino district and
the Tula Region.

‹Today, Shchekinoazot is on the verge of
significant events: the launch of a methanol production unit with a capacity of
500,000 tonnes per year and a nitric acid/
ammonium nitrate complex with a capacity
of 270,000 and 340,000 tonnes per year
respectively,› said Mr Sokol. ‹By 2025,
we are planning to complete the construction of new facilities and to expand
our range of resins. We will produce concentrated low-methanol formalin (KMF110), urea-formaldehyde resin (KFS)
and melamine-urea-formaldehyde resin
(KMFS-220).
Our approach to working, overcoming adverse circumstances and relying on cutting-edge technology, scientific research
and human potential, is in demand and
very effective!›
The importance of the projects is proven
by facts. For example, with the launch of the
M-500 unit, Shchekinoazot›s total output of
methanol will reach 1.5 mn tonnes. This will ensure Shchekino chemists› leading positions in
the manufacture of a product in high demand
on the market not only in Russia but also in
Europe.
Launching the production of nitric acid and
ammonium nitrate means achieving a higher
processing stage of chemical products, as well
as introducing the new product to the mineral
fertiliser market. Shchekinoazot›s largest facility, the ammonia/urea plant with an annual capacity of 525,000 and 700,000 tonnes, is also
intended to help domestic and foreign agrarians. It will be put into operation in 2024.
The President of Shchekinoazot is convinced that neither the rhythmic daily work, nor
the grandiose construction that has been going
on here for the last fifteen years without stopping the production, nor the innovative breakthrough would be possible without true profes-

sionals who are top experts in their field. Their
enthusiasm, knowledge, experience, dedication and creative energy are indispensable.
Over three hundred people received
well-deserved state, departmental, regional,
municipal, and public awards at local events
dedicated to the professional holiday, held in
the shops and production facilities of Shchekinoazot. Three employees of the company were
awarded the venerable title ‹Honorary Chemist
of the Russian Federation.›

Keeping up the good
work

Svetlana Anatolyevna BASHKIROVA, a
chemical analysis laboratory technician
at the enterprise›s centralised engineering control department, was pleasantly surprised and amazed when she learned about
being awarded. She started her career in the
chemical shop at Pervomayskiy TPP. When
the enterprise became part of Shchekinoazot, she began working at the company›s
centralised engineering control department.
All in all, she devoted over thirty years to
her profession, mastering it thoroughly, including related fields.
Starting out as
a 3rd-grade newcomer, she rose up to the
highest qualification grade. Due to the specificity of the job, there are only a handful of
cases where a lab technician›s work is acknowledged in this way.
Upon graduating from school and coming
to work at Pervomayskiy TPP, she had no idea
she would spend her entire life at the plant. Her
choice, however, was predetermined: her parents, Anatoliy Ivanovich and Mariya Fyodorovna Shvedov, both worked at Shchekinoazot.
Although the TPP was built for a chemical
company and located on its grounds, back
then it belonged to the energy department, not
the chemical one. Still, everything there was
shared, from production utility lines to social
infrastructure. Recently, the TPP rejoined the
chemical company.
Svetlana took her job seriously right from
the start and soon upgraded her qualification.
She was also very attentive to the tradition
which became ingrained in the company courtesy of Shchekino chemists, mastering related
fields and constantly expanding her area of
expertise. She became proficient in chemical
analysis of fuel, turbine and transformer oils,
and checking compliance with the water regime at all stages.
A casual observer may think it is a simple
job: you just do the necessary manipulations
and record the result, and then what you get
is what you get. However, working in the centralised engineering control department means,
first of all, utmost responsibility. After all, much
depends on the proficiency, experience, and
even integrity of the lab technician, including
observation and improvement of technological
processes, resources and consumables saving, the environmental impact of the enterprise,
and many, many other things. Svetlana›s systematic participation in interlaboratory comparative tests with the facility at ROSA CJSC,
a leading Moscow metrology institute, and
the development of new analysis techniques
confirm her top qualification. This also speaks
about the level of trust that Ms Bashkirova has

Svetlana. BASHKIROVA sees the key to success in working relationships wherein gains
and problems are shared, and experienced people always share their knowledge with
newcomers.

undoubtedly earned through hard work and
dedication.
She considers the key to success to be
the great relationship between the colleagues,
wherein gains and problems are always shared,
and where the experienced always share their
knowledge with newcomers.

Working is not hard
when you put your
soul into it

Svetlana LAVROVA, a compressor operator
at the oxygen shop, has experienced much
less certainty during her career. The wife of a

serviceman, she would often travel alongside
her husband and had next to no opportunity
to choose a job to her liking. If there was any
job at all to be had at the military base, she
was happy.
In the late 90s, the Lavrovs returned from
Uzbekistan and settled on the land of Tula. It
was a trying time for the entire country, and it
was not easy on the Lavrovs, as they had to
fight for the housing they were entitled to and
raise their children. Svetlana came to work at
Shchekinoazot, which at that time had its own
difficulties. The HR department could only give
her a job as an unskilled worker at the methanol plant. The frail young woman agreed without thinking, as the situation was clear as day.

Svetlana LAVROVA has efficiency proposals to her credit, the implementation of which has
had a positive impact on working conditions and production quality.
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Both management and colleagues commend the unconditional reliability of the operator
Alexander OSKIN.

Of course, she tried her best. She never
shied away from any work and strived to be
useful. This did not go unnoticed.
‹At that time, the head of methanol production unit was Samuil Yakovlevich Rabinovich,›
she recalls. ‹He was a good, kind-hearted man.
He invited me to his office, asked me about our
life and offered me to master the profession of
a compressor operator. «Can you do it?» — he
asked.
How could I not?› Besides, she had noticed at once: working is not hard when you
put your soul into it. That›s how she›s been
working for over a quarter of a century. Nothing ever escapes Svetlana›s attention: neither
the slightest hint of a potential process equipment malfunction nor any attempt to violate the
health and safety regulations.
The oxygen shop is one of the oldest
at Shchekinoazot; the traditions laid down
by the founders of the plant are especially
strong here, and the staff is perceived as
one big family. Here, a newcomer will always
be helped, and even educated if necessary.
Therefore, a person who makes an effort for
the benefit of this big family will soon become
one of their own. Moreover, Svetlana does
not simply try to do her best. She developed
some innovations, implementing which had
a positive impact on the conditions of work
and production quality. She also has a few
dozen of trained apprentices to her credit.
When training newcomers, Svetlana hones
her own skills too. She says, ‹Shchekinoazot
is developing, and the equipment is being replaced by newer and more advanced models.
So the process goes on.›
Svetlana considers herself lucky. After she
had joined the enterprise, she finally settled
her housing problem, albeit not immediately.
Her children have grown up to be good, decent people. However, both followed in their father›s footsteps. Their son is a military officer,
serving in Novosibirsk, while the daughter is
also an officer, a police captain.

Highest calibre
of reliability

The son of Aleksandr Viktorovich OSKIN,
an operator at the cyclohexane and compression shop of the caprolactam unit, is
still in school. He finished the eighth form
with honours. His father, proud of the boy›s
achievements, does not rule out the possibility that he will continue the dynasty after receiving higher education. He already studies
at the lyceum where Shchekinoazot runs a
specialised chemical class. Oskin Jr. is also
justifiably proud of his dad being an Honorary Chemist of the Russian Federation, the
first in their family.
The Oskin dynasty was started by Aleksandr›s uncle who later persuaded his nephew
to get a job at Shchekinoazot; that happened
over twenty years ago. Oskin started as a shift
metalworker and mastered the profession of a
tractor driver at the same time. Then he joined
apparatus operators, soon becoming familiar
with the workflow. Later on, he successfully
passed the exam for the highest qualification
grade. Back in the day, he taught himself; now
he helps others master the basics of the pro-

fession. It is not just a matter of knowledge.
Much depends on attitude, too.
A decomposition technician at the cyclohexane and compression shop, he is responsible for the operation of the sector where wastewater from the Shchekinoazot production site
is treated. Further reduction of negative impact
on the environment depends on how accurately and correctly technological discipline is
observed here, and how thoroughly the staff
understands the peculiarities of the production
process. This is where the management and
colleagues point out the absolute reliability of
Mr Oskin the operator.
Having reached excellence in one profession, Aleksandr did not abandon his tractor
driver side job. Every shift, he takes soda melt
to the company warehouse, and from there the
product is shipped to consumers.
By the way, the unit for dissolving soda
melts was built in 2010 to deliver the solution to
the hydroxylamine sulfate shop in order to neutralise acids and reduce the actual consumption of alkali. This made it possible to reduce
the cost of the product by RUB 3.7 mn a year.
Oskin is also credited with this, as he made
specific technical suggestions to improve the
unit as early as the design stage, which were
approved by the plant›s design bureau and
successfully applied in practice. Workers with
such qualification are usually listened to at
Shchekinoazot.

Business
for the people

Honoured chemists and others were awarded
right on the eve of the holiday at the Shchekinonazot Hall of Labour Glory, where the
66-year-long history and present days of the
order-winning enterprise are depicted on displays with photos and modern screens. It is
all there — from an empty field and first workshops to modern, highly efficient production
units meeting the strictest requirements of
modern environmental legislation. Huge sums
have been and are being invested in it, totalling
about $2 bn.
Over the recent years, the industrial site
of Shchekinoazot has changed beyond recognition. Not only the industrial site, mind
you. Improvement of the Pervomayskiy settlement and the town of Shchekino, construction of a new ice arena in the district capital,
to be completed this year, the revival of Platonovskiy Park in Tula, as well as investment
in healthcare and education, support for talented youth, and help for veterans — all of
these are also investments for the benefit
of the present and future generations. This
was explained during the awarding ceremony by Anatoliy SURBA, General Director
of Shchekinoazot, Irina PODCHUFAROVA,
Director of Human Resources and Social
Development, and Dmitriy KOZHENKIN,
Chairman of the Trade Union Committee
and a deputy of the Tula Regional Duma.
They thanked the staff for their excellent
work and for understanding the mission that
Shchekinoazot has undertaken, which is,
working to make life better!
By Natalya ZELINSKA.
Photos by Andrey TETERIN.
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